Financial Aid Progra m Hevised;
Waterville, April 24, — Beginning in September , 1962 , Colby College
will grant outright scholarship aid to freshmen only, i t was announce d
here today by President Robert E. L. Strider, speaking before an AilCollege Assembly. Under the terms of the new financial aid program approved by the Board of Trustees, f reshmen receiving aid will be under no
obli gation to the College for that aid , while upperclassmen will have to
repay varying percentages of the aid henceforth to be granted them partially in the form of loans. Sophomores will be asked to repay 25% of the
amount granted them , Jun iors 35%
and seniors 50%. Repayment will
not commence until after the student's graduation, and allowance
will be made for later repayment
made necessary by attendance at
graduate school, fulfillment of military obligations, or other unexpectNEITHER A BORROWER NOR A LENDER BE.
ed financial difficulties.
From the point of view of the student, it may seem that the deAt its meeting of January 20,
cision of the Board of Trustees to eliminate outright scholarship aid the Board of Trustees voted to applaces an unnecessary burden of debt upon the financially handi- prove the new system, with the folcapped student. Certainly it is not an easy prospect to set out upon lowing provisions :
1. No interest will be charged on
one's career with a debt that may amount to more than, a thousand student
loans :
dollars riding one's back.
a. while a student is an undergraduate ;
. But the plan as it has now been outlined seems to have advantages
b. while in the armed services
that outweigh this consideration. The mere fact that it allows more
(enlisted
status) ;
students to benefit from a form of financial assistance than can benec. while pursuing a formal
fit from the system presently in operation should be obvious.
course of study in graduate
'
Less tangible but equally important, perhaps, is the sense of res- school ;
'
ponsibility that will, of necessity, be placed upon those students acd. flexibility to authorize nonpayment
of interest in hardship
GUM
loans.
cepting scholarship
cases.
In the first place, the student will have constantly before him the
2. Interest during the repayment
fact that he is not getting something for nothing — a feeling too easy period will be calculated on a 5%
for those students who have no financial difficulties to get, and easy simple interest per annum basis and
enough for those student who have been given outright grants of the interest to accrue will amount
to 6% while the loan is in default.
money to get, as well.
3. No repayments will be required
In the second place, there is the knowledge that — no matter how during the period
of non-interest
inadequate a monetary standard of measurement may be — a con- loans described in (1) above.
crete value has been placed upon one's education .
4. The loan will be forgiven if
death
should occur prior to repayThird , and least easy to measure, is the sense of responsibility acof
principal and interest.
ment
cruing from*th e knowledge that, somewhere along the line, one will
5. During the first, year of the
be required to repay one's education by providing for the education of program freshmen needs will be
,
another student, who will use the funds returned in payment for the provided in the form of scholarship
original loan. In a very real sense, one's education means nothing- if and financial aid without a loan reit is not passed on. For those of us not going directly into one form or quirement. /
6. The loan requirement to meet
another of the teaching professions , this system provides a relatively
student deficits will be calculated at
certain manner of making sure that the education process does not 25%-for sophomores, 35% for juend in ourselves.
niors, and 50% for seniors.
7. Maximum loans will be $1000
a
heavy
measure
of
resSuch a plan as has been outlined places
per
year (or $3000 over a period of
ponsibility upon the student who accepts such qualified assistance. It
four years),
it to be wondered, however, whether the College also has plans afoot
8. Flexible repayment schedues
to take upon itself a financial responsibility it has been conspicuously will be determined upon the gradulacking in the past.
ation of each student.
9. It is to be understood that disRefer to the problem of tuition price rises, which have been a
cretion
will be provided by the adrecurrent phenomenon about the campus as long as the present stuministration of the College within
dent body can remember.
the broad policies enumerated above.
It is particularly imperative that some adjustment be made now,
It was pointed out that students
for no longer does the College simply deny incoming freshmen the who received scholarship aid WILL
guarantee that they can figure the cost of their entire college educa- NOT have to accept a loan. If a
tion and then bud get accordingly for the next four years. Under the student can obtain that portion df
his financial aid which would , unforthcoming system, the College will make it impossible for incoming der the new system, ordinarily bo
students receiving financial aid — a group constituting over a quarter considered a loan from sources outof the College under-graduate population — to estimate how heavily side ,the school, the percentage of
in debt they will be at the end of their College careers. This situation his aid that is an outright grant
will still be given to him for his unvery definitely needs change.
restricted use. There will be no obNo one disputes the fact that costs are rising steeply. Nor do we ligation to repay a percentage of
suggest that the administration raise rates . for the sake of hiking its this portion of his aid.
Tho necessity ; of providing loan
own salaries or. installing recreational facilities in the Eustis basement.
funds
. arises from Colby 's withThe Library needs expansion , its stacks continue to have gaping holes,
drawal from participation in tho
the scientific facilities of Keyes and Life Science need work, the fac- loan section of tho National Defense
ulty's salaries ' need raising, and day-to-day expenditures such as the
Continued on Pago Four
simple shoveling of snow or planting of grass continue to demand
more money.
v,
Nonetheless, it seems that the tuition costs announced to a class
when it is still in the process of applying for admission should remain
constant FOR THAT CLASS.' There is no justification for the College's breaking what amounts to its word , almost a written agreement,
concerning the cost of its education. The present junior class, for example, would not be unjustified were it to accuse the College of "false
advertising." When '63 app lied , tuition was said to be $475 a semester . It is now $625 a semester, an increase of $300 a year ; and next
year, it will be even higher. The total cost of a Colby education, tui»
tion , room and board , and other fixed expenses, has risen from ahout
$1703, as outlined- in the catalogue of May, 1958 -— the catalogue
provided '63 when it was still in the process of apply ing — to $2046,
as outl ined in the May, 1961 catalogue. We have alread y been informed that next year's costs will be still higher, DESPITE A RAISE
P 'ice President ' Williams
Continued on Page Two,

P r of * Strong Retiring; Editorial
High Finance
On Faculty Since 1922
President Strider announced Tuesday that Professor Everett F.
Strong, a member of the Colby faculty for forty years, will retire at
the end of the current school year.
Professor Strong was born in Lewiston, Maine, and attended "Wesleyan
University and the University of
Toulouse. Before joining the Colby
faculty in 1922, he taught at the
Salisbury School, Conn., and the
Horace Mann School for Boys in
New York City. Mr. Strong was
named full professor in the Modern. Language Department in 1961.
In addition to his professional memberships in the Modern Language
Association and the American Association of Teachers of French, he
belongs to the American Guild of
Organists and the American Association of University Professors .
President Strider, commenting
upon Professor Strong's retirement,
said : "Everett Strong is the senior professor on the Colby faculty,
having joined our community in
1922. He has given forty years of
distinguished teaching to Colby.
During that time he has seen the
College grow and prosper. In the
early years of his career he established a reputation as a rigorous

HL Mnmford Jones

Will Speak At

Commencemen t

President Strider announced at
the All-College Assembly that Howard Mumford Jones, Abbot Lawrence Lowell Professor of Humanities and Editor-in-chief of the1 John
Harvard Library, will be the speaker at the 149th Commencement of
Colby College,
Howard Mumford Jones, whose
appointment as Abbot Lawrence
Lowell Professor of the Humanities
became effective July 1, 1960, is a
teacher and prolific writer in the
field of American cultural history.
Ho has published poetry, plays , bibliographies , and biographies, as well
as studies of intellectual freedom
and literature.
. Professor Jonos, a native of Saginaw, Mich,, Toceivod the B.A. from
tho University of Wisconsin in 191d.
His M.A. (1915) is from tho University of Chicago. He holds honorary degrees from Harvard , Tulane,
Colorado, Western Reserve, Wisconsin , and Clark.
Since 1955, Professor Jones has
boon Chairman of the American
Council of Learned Societies. Ho is
a member of tho Modern Language
Association of America, tho American Historical Association and tho
American Academy of Aits and Sciences." Ho wns president of tho latter from 1044 to 1951.
Professor Jonos published his fi rst
book , "A Littlo Book of Local
Vorso," in 1915. Ho followed this
with studios of Byron , Oliver Wendell Holmes , and Moses Coit Tulor,
books.of poems , plays , an d stud io s
* of American culture. His most rooont books aro "Tho Theory of AmContinued on Page Fivo

Professor Stjrong
professor who would not compromise
with his high standards. Many
Colby men and women who have
become teachers in secondary schools
owe Everett Strong an incalculable
debt for his meticulous insistence
upon excellence. An accomplished
musician as well, Mr. Strong las
extended his efforts over the years
to enrich the musical life of the Waterville area. Indeed, the College
and the community have benefitted
from his -presence •; in many ; ways;
and I am glad to join with his and
Mrs. Strong's many other friends
in wishihg them long years of harppy
and active retirement. '*
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COMING EVENTS
,
Friday, Apri l 27, Saturday,
j
April 28:
j
Powder and Wig Production:]
Three one act plays ; A Phoenix i
Too Frequent, by Christopher i
Fry ; Dark Lady of the Sonnets ,J
by Bernard Shaw ; The Marriage ]
Proposal, by Anton Chekov j Wa-i
teryille Qpera House, 8 p.m. !
Tickets required.
\
Sunday, Apri l 29:
!
Colby Community Symphony \
Orchestra Spring Concert, fea- '
turing Virginia Rubottom , Pian-i
ist , holder of Associate Licentiate ]
i Fellowship. Eunnals Union , 8'
p.m. Tickets required.
i
Monday, April 30:
Murray Prize Debate, Lovejoy i
Auditorium , 4 p.m.
]
Lecture : "Rembrandt, the 33a-1
roque anl Etching," James M. i
Carpenter, Chairman, depart-J
ment
of Fine Arts, Colby Col- J
J
• lege. Opening of exhibiti on oft
17th and 18th Century Prints. !
Given Auditorium , 8 p.m.
j
Tuesday, May 1
Lecture : "Exploring Inner j
Space," illustrated , by Norris W.j
Rakestraw , Dean' of the Gradu- '
ato Division of tho Institute of]
Oooanology, LaJ ola , California , j
i Biochemist 'and Chemical Ocean- 1
[ ographer. Given Auditorium , <t |
.
[ p.m.
J
Wednesday,
May 2 3
!
I
' J
| Johnson Day
|Thursday, May 3:
i
[ Phi Beta Kappa Lecture : "The!
i Golden Ago in Amori6an Philoso- 1
i phy," by J, Soolyo Bixler, Pres-i
[ idont-Emoritus , Colby College, ]
» Follow at tho Contor for Ad-|
i vancod Study, Wesleyan Univor[ sity. Given Auditorium , 8 p.m.

To the Editor

HIGH FINANCE

Continued f r o m Page One
OF $343 PER ANNUM ALREADY.
The obvious effect of such rate-raising is financial havoc for the
f amilies of those students who entered Colby ju st barely able to get
through paying the former cost. But the system to go into effect next
September will, if the present policy of schookwide price-hiking is
maintained, wreak havoc IN THE FUTURE LIVES of incoming
financially handicapped students-.
It is risk y enough to place a debt upon the should ers of men and
wom en only seventeen or eighteen years old. To ask these same young
people to shoulder debts that have, in effect, NO CALLING, is unpardonable.
Therefore, it might behoove the College authorities to consider altering not the new financial aid system ' — which the Echo recognizes
as a necessity and as potentiall y good — but the system of school-wide
price-raising. It should become policy that the prices quoted applicants remain, the prices they continue to pay through their four years
of Colby. Raises should affect only incoming classes, and should b e
announced to them prior to the date by which they must notif y the
Coll ege of their in t ention of coming to Colby. Preferably, th ey should
be informed prior to their application, but such a system may not always be practical.

A CLASS SHOULD PAY NO MORE THAN THE PRICES

IT WAS INFORMED IT WOULD BE REQUIRED TO PAY

PRIOR TO ACCEPTING A COLBY EDUCATION.
It seems to be a demand for no more than simple justice to ask
for this. If the students are to do their share, the College might try to
do it, as well.

Wiswali Letter

Journalistic cant is poor preparation for living in a democratic way.
I take it that your paper tries to be
democratic , And not the other sort.
Try to be more informative, responsible, forceful , and kind.
Tour lead article in your Good
Friday issue dismayed me. In your
top spot, upper right, page one, you
announced a coming debate in the
Fieldhouse between a United States
Senator from Maine and a United
States Editor from New York. Your
anxious and imitative headline read
"Muskie vs. Communist . . . " Is
it brave and courteous to name one
guest to a party but not the other
equally invited ? My brand of democracy, born of the death of my
friends in World War H, and Berlin's rivening Wall, and Cuba, and
Laos , requires constant reflection on
the spirit of E. Lovejoy and T.
Jefferson. Because I love my people
more than any other, and equally,
I will hold any and all in wondering
affection.
Some of the means you have used
in your casual article are, admittedly, habitual 'these American days,
but they are unfair for all that.
Why do you reproduce an ancient,
boyish photograph of my Senator
fr om Maine (your equally!) while
omitting an equally boyish, irrelevant photograph of Editor Jackson
from New York ? Were not both
once equally boyish and pink of
flesh ?
With imagination and initiative
your Student Government has
planned a controversial speaking
foray. With imagination and daring
your college has permitted this
event.
Without imagination and . without
democracy, you wrote about our
coming guests in trivial wise. Muskie and Jackson are both embattled',
veteran figures. Pain, sorrow , conscience, and hope scar their . pasts.
Why did you provide only the slightest sort of material albout Muslde
and worse than that in Jackson's
case ? Your write-up would be pleasing to the House Committee on UnAmerican Activities, and confirm
Russia's misbegotten views about
my country's traits. This saddens
me. You KNOW that Muskie and
Jackson are not huskie, they are
more like giants. I know both well.
Yes, I am pleading with you. Not
talking for the wind.
Brash entanglements with a democrat or a non-democrat would be a
traumatic experience. You should
not require this reminder about
these essentials.
John Kennedy, Richard Nixon,
Edward Teller, Herman Kahn, Barry Goldwater, Lymon Lemnitzer —
and many other leaders — show
themselves to be contemptuous of
the people. And the people sometimes act most contemptuously toward the very leaders they have preferred. This may mean that democracy has come upon foul weather.

(Editor's note : The following letter was sent to Mr- Reginald Sturtevant, Chairman of the Board of Trustees of Golby College, by Mr.
Frank Wiswali, who has just left office as President of the Colby College Student Government. Although it is a letter that Mr. Wiswali
wrote in a personal capacity rather than in his capacity as President
of Stu-G, the Echo is reprinting it because of its interest and importance to the campus as a whole.)
Dear Mr. Sturtevant:
As I depart from a year in office as President of the Student Government, I wish to take this opportunity to leave you with a few
th oughts concerning the relationship between the Student Body of the
College and its Board of Trustees.
Without attempting to raise the pros and cons of the decision of
the Board regarding the Fraternity clause question , I must say it was
at this time that I first felt the tremendous lack of rapport between
Students and Trustees. As the Student Council , after agonizing debate, was the bod y which first originated a proposal to take positive
action in the matter , I felt genuinely disturbed , and not a little hurt,
when the Board of Trustees handed down its decision without first
making any effort to determine the points of view and arguments of
the members of the Council from myself or any other Officer of the
Student Government Perhaps because of this unintended slight, the
commentary which followed, especially iri the Echo, was (on the part
of the students) almost unnecessarily vituperative. And, I regret to
say, the repercussions following the action of the Board have not yet
subsided.
Though this incident serves as the most obvious illustration of this
lack of communication, it is by no means the most important factor,
in the situation. When I think of what may have been lost, cumulatively, over the years that the current state of affairs has prevailed , I
cannot but help contemplating tlie future possibilities. The potential
of mature Stu dent- self-government at Colby 'is such that both Students and Trustees could not avoid tlie profit which would accrue to
some direct but informal communication between the Board and the
Executive Branch of the Student Government. I hardly need say that
progress here is progress for Colby.
The time has come f o r the Board to undertake an examination of
the legitimate extent of the concept of student self-government, and to
ask for the aid of the established Student Government in realizing the ii LOB STE RS, clams, f ranks ,ii
aims and ambitions of the College. The Students of Colby must now sausages on ions ooffoo, cako
,
and<
,
be reassured of the direct concern of the Board by observation of its ' loo oroam — ALL YOU CANi
relationship with the Student Government , in order that, in some EAT — wi ll bo tho iwonu for tho i
small way, the decisions of the Board may reflect the active interest
annua l Sigma Kappa Lobster!
in its deliberations 'which is shared by the Students of Colby. I must Bakof to bo held Saturday ,
May!
add , finally, that if we had chanced to meet during the course of this fi , at 0 :30 p.m., In Runna ls
last year, I would most probabl y not be corresponding with you at I Union. Tickets ar o $2.60 each.!
this time.
Tho proceeds will go to tho Sohol-i
arshl p Fund from which am
awar d Is itiado oaoh Juno to a<
i
satisfied customers.

Frank L. Wiswali, Jr., '62
April 23, 1962
3ryy.
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Editorial

Lectures

This year's series of lectures will be noted for two things: the quality, variety, and imagination of the lectures, and dwindling attendance at these lectures. Let's treat these in order. The Gabrielson series
h as brought to the campus some of the outstanding men in the political" science field. The North Atlantic Community was studied in
depth at Colby : a. rare opportunity for students to inform themselves
in an important field which will affect their lives. Students have also
had the opportunity to hear the President of Fiske University, visiting
preachers at the chapel, the speakers at the Religious Convocation,
and numerous speakers in the arts, h u manities, and sciences. Of
course, not all the lectures hav&been outstanding", b u t most have been
worthwhile. What has been disturbing, however, is the attend ance at
lectures. In terms of the time, effort ,- and money expended to get distinguished sp eak ers to Colby, the lecture series ha s not paid off . In
particular, th e Gabrielson series has had a disapp oint ing record , and
many speakers in the Averill and Ingraham series have spoken to a
half-empty auditorium. Whether the students care about this problem or not, there are serious consequences for the College. The reputation of a school depends on the;impression it makes, and too of t en
first impressions are the only ones a visitor to the college will ever
have. Speakers who visit the campus to speak are not likely to be impressed by a sparsely attended lecture. When their colleagues ask them
their impressions of Colby, ' .their answer will likely discourage others
from accepting offers to speak oh the campus. This will inevitably affect the quality of future lecture series. The attendance also reflects

the attitude prevalent on the Colby campus of considering academic
growth a. part-time affair,' one that stops after classes, after studying
has been completed, and after examinations have been passed. It is
clear th at students h ave been neglecting an important aspect of their
educational experience by not att ending lectures. It is this, of course,
that is the most important consequence for the college.

Those in charge of arranging th e Gabrielson Series should consider
however, the possibility of changing the time the, lectures are given.
Labs, conferences,' athletic practices, and some classes do take place
when the lectur es are in progress, thus cutting down potential attendance. Also, th e practice of making Thursday a "late night" when a
lect ur e is given Friday night should be changed. The procedure, designed to increase attendance at the lectures, h as not worked . The
change in hours would seem to be a kind of "coercion" which is not
in keeping with the idea oi increasing the maturity of the Colby student. And lecture attendance might increase.
Defeatists are in the majority. I
will quote xpnly American democrats
— not their critics across the curtains.
Do you still dare again to leave
your readers inured to slogans and
cant and these trifles ? Sometimes
your sheet is so excellent that it
gives me joy and pride. The size of
men and women you are, and will
become, is indelibly fixed according
in your daily practice.
Now do you jest — as I mention
another point. You intimate that an
unnamed "spokesman of the college" assures us that "precautions
would be taken to prevent trouble."
Surely the patient American audience, inured to waiting for courage,
would not cause "trouble." Surely
it will simply be delighted at the
possibility of forthright discussion
of tough issues. Surely the Democrat from Maine and the Communist
Editor from the New York slums
havo travelled fellow with "trouble, " They do not ask for antiseptic hours in the Fieldhouse on May
18. You may write innocently, but

they do not think innocently.
May you learn soon enough that
the practice of democracy is almost
unrelenting. The other way is much
simpler.
It is suicidal to be too scared.
David Gordon Bridgman
Dept. of Hitory and Government
April 22, 1962 — Easter
(Editor's note : The Editor cannot
agree strongly enough with Professor Bridgman 's criticism of the article and headline which, appear in
the April 20 issue of the Echo. I
deeply regret printing anything
that , in any way, — even by violent
extension or distortion — might be
taken as supporting or condoning
the views of the House Unamerican
Activities Committee; and as deeply regret the unintentional slight
done both Mr. Jackson and Senator
Muskie in these pages,)
\
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Faculty Seminar Ends
Alumni Weekend

By Lora Kreeger ¦ )
Colby's Alumni Weekend ended April 14th with a faculty panel
on "Changing Concepts In Our World ." The panel, consisting of
Professors Raymond, Forde, Holland, and Reid, and headed by President Strider, came to the conclusion that the United States is not
very well liked in many foreign countries. President Strider's opening
comment, that perhaps recent changesjwere more attributable to the
Soviet Union than to> any other sin- it is the fault of the country's, ingle cause, was supported by Profess- ternal conflicts and lack of natural
or Raymond, who stated that the resources. He observed that the
changes resulted from the develop- Eastern countries feel that they
ment of the United States and the have been left behind, and, in an
Soviet Union into world-wide pow- effort to catch up quickly, invest
ers. The discussion -then turned to their income in the material trapforeign prestige, a basic concern of pings and prestige symbols whicli
any world power. Miss Forde sug- seem to represent the advanced nagested that such concern forces the tions, rather than investing in intergovernment to look more closely at nal development, which eventually
internal policies and their effect on results in a sound economy. The
relationships with o»ther countries, trend is exemplified by the "flamin the light of whicli, for example, boyant" modern architecture of the
the United States government can "21st century" in countries whose
no longer condone discrimination .
philosophic and economic roots are
Mr. Holland stated that the Latin still in the 13th and 14th centuries.
Americans were resentful of the ex- "Ifc is not our fault if they don't
ploitation of the United States, giv- use their money properly," Dr.
ing as an. example the interesting Reid noted. He added that their
and somewhat comic fact that the resentment seems to be unfounded,
book, TALE OF THB SHARK AND although it is "natural to blame
SARDINES, is a best seller in latin big brother. " '
America. The book is against the Mr. Raymond stated that the
high degree of American influence [Russian economy is expanding rapin Latin America.
idly, their foreign aid programs are
Professor Reid cited resentfulness increasing, and the effectiveness of
and envy of the U.S. in the Middle their programs must not be underEast as another example of the col- estimated. By way of contrast, Mj .
lapse of oar foreign prestige. Dr. Holland noted that only 12% of all
Reid stated his opinion that it is not United States aid goes to South
our fault if a country is not as ad- American countries, theoretically
vanced as the United States ; rather,
Continued on Page Five

Judith Anderson to Be
Medea
Lady
Macbeth
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Dame Judith Anderson vyill appear at the Waterville Opera House
at 8:30 p.m. on May 5. In a Powder and Wig Special Event, Miss
Anderson will be presenting portrayals of Lady MacBeth and Medea.
Judith Anderson, born in Adelaide, Australia, made her professional
debut in Sydney in 1915 and came to New York in 1918 where she
appeared in lead roles with the Fourteenth Street Theater stock company.- In 1920, she toured in Barrier s "Dear Brutus" with William
Gillitte. The following year was
spent playing leads in Boston and
Albany stock companies. In 1922
she played on Broadway in "On the
Stairs" and "Crooked Square". By
1927 she had acquired sufficient stature to return to Australia as the
At an open meeting held April 19, leading lady in three plays. After
the Inter-Fraternity Council dis- a successful tour she returned to
cussed tentative plans for the con- the United States in 1928 and sucducting of next year's rushing. Two ceeded Lynn Fontanne as Nina
alternate plans were suggested, a Leeds in Eugene O'Neill's "Strange
"split-rush" system and full-semes- Interlude," touring in it the following year. Several years later she
ter rushing.
Tho split, system would start appeared on Broadway and on tour
about the ,last week in September in "Mourning Becomes Electra,"
and run nine days. Two football another Eugene O'Neill drama. In
weekends would be included in this 1935, she appeared in the Pulitzer
period , and open smokers would be Prize play "Tho Old Maid," in 1936,
held at this time. There would then in "Hamlet ," and in 1937, she made
be twelve days of somi-quiot period , hex first London appearance as Lady
timed —it is hoped — to coincide Macbeth at tho Old Vio. "Blood
with the weeks in which most hour Money," in 1933, was her first, moexams are given. No freshmen would vie, and since then she has starred
in movies and television, as well as
bo allowed in tho fraternity houses,
or fraternity men in freshman dorms on the stage.
Miss Anderson is ono of tho titans
during this time. Rushing would
take place only in Roberts Union, | of tho stage, ranking with Kaththe Spa, and between classes. The erine Cornell, Helen Hayes, Lynn
split-would be followed by two Fantanne, and Ethel Barrymoro.
wooks of intensive rushing, during 8ho was knighted by Queen Elizawhich the closed smokers will be beth as a Dame Commander of tho
hold , which should end right aft er British Empire in 1960, the second
woman from Australia to bo so honHomecoming.
Th e alt ernative proposal is full ored. In her presentation at Colby
semester rushing. Such a system she will bo accompanied by William
would bo a radical departure from
Pooriok, who has appeared with
traditional rushing methods at ColMiss Cornell * Miss Barrymoro, Laurby, and was only offered very tentativel y for th o con sid er ati on of IFC otto Taylor , and Tallulah Banlchond j
by Neil Butlor, DKE , President of Carmolita Scott, a gr adu ate of tho
IFO. Mr. Butlor said , "You want Royal Academy of London , who has
to maximize tho closeness of tho re- appeared with Charles Cobwin ond
lationship " botwoon tho fraternity Boris Kavlbff , and Georgo Gordon ,
and tho freshmen, and y ou want to who.has supported Edward Everett
havo the right freshmen in tho
I right houso. At tho same time, you Horton, Dor othy Dandrid go, and
Marsha Hunt .
Continued on Pago IFivo

Bushing Plans
Considered At
IFC Meeting

FINANCIAL AID

|

Continued from Page One
Education Act (NDEA). Colby will
withdraw July 1, 1962, unless the
Congress repeals the disclaimer affidavit. The Board of Trustees voted early last semester to withdraw
from the NDEA at the end of this
year in protest against' the disclaimer affidavit each recipient of NDEA
aid is required to sign.
It was indicated , however,- that
even should Congress vote to eliminate the disclaimer affidavit before
the date of Colby's withdrawal, the
new financial aid plan would remain
in effect . At its fall meeting, the
Board of Trustees had approved the
principle that student aid ' would
consist of a combinati on of scholarshi p/financial aid grapts, student
employment, and loans .
Institution of a loan program is
designed to increase the amount of
money that will be available for financial aid purposes, Mr. Ralph S.
ViceAdministrative
Williams,
discussing
indicated
in
President,
the new arrangements. The plan provides for the eventual return of a
large percentage of money that is
now, in effect, being given away.
Each year, in addition , it frees more
money for circulation to more students , and coupled with incr easing
scholarship appropriations hy the
College, both the amount of aid
giv en and th e numb er of studen ts
receiving it is expected to rise sharply.
This year , Colby was able to provide the 25% of its student body
that receives aid with approximately $285,000 in aid. Of this amount,
$190,000 was in direct scholarship
aid , $40,000 was earned by students
holding campus jobs, and $55,000
was loaned to students. NDEA provided $50,000 of th es e fu n ds, and
other, unspecified sources provided
$5,009.
.The new arrangements will make
available for next year a minimum
of $350,000 for aid purposes , representing an increase of at least $65,000 in student aid over this year.

Harold B. Berdeen

"Wo Give You Service"
Job , Novelty & Social Printin g
Water ville
88 Pleasant St.
Telephone TR 3-3434
j _m~ m- _r m r _i~ J~ .<

Mr. Williams said that cash
awards granted to incoming freshmen have already been materially
increased. "The percentage of increases in the scholarship cash
grants to incoming freshmen represents the largest increase Colby has
made in any one year in its history, Mr. Williams said.

In additi on, it , was eventually decid ed that the increas e in funds to

be made available justified the new
plan. Withdrawal from the NDEA
and the consequent immediate need
for fund s t o cov er tho se lost prov ed
the spur to activity at this time.
Mr. Williams pointed out that the
College does not wish to price itself
out of the reach of financially handicapped students through increased
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FABULOUS
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GOLBY STUDENT

SHOE REPAIRING & DYEING

Qual ity Service - 1 Hour Sorvloo
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American & Syrian Food
60 TEMPLE STREET

CAMPUS CHEST
;
|
! The Cam pus Chest Carnival
|collected $247.01 , accordin g to !
[ co-chairmen J o-Ann Wincze and |
I Jess Marchese. This year 's total
[ was slightly less than the amount !
| collected last year. The H angout ,!
i Chi Omega , and Delta Kapp a
| Epsilon topped the list of organ- 1
( izations in money collected. The !
> Hangout sponsored a " make 1
I'your own sundae , booth ,'! Chi !
[ Omega had a "fr eak show," and !
' the Dekes allowed students to
i "smash a car. " Other organiza- l
Initi al stud ent reacti on was tions with financiall y successful !
booths were Delta Delta Delta , j
mixed. Those students likely to be
Tau
Delta Phi , Sigma Ka ppa , i
affected by the changed system exj
and Alpha Delta Phi.

Work this summer is one of the 1800 branches of the SINGER
Sewing Machine Company near your home. Gain valuable bus^j:
| iness experience while earning Salary plus commission. Your potential abilities will be developed by our proven training program.
J>k '
. > Successful men who wish to finance their education may con\.
tinue on a part-time basis during school term. All successful men
I
will be given a graduation career opportunity with a chance for
! Corner of North & Pleasant Sts. I I
advancement in Domestic Sales, Foreign Distribution , Advertising,
! WATERVILLE
MAINE
I
Engineering, Finance, etc.
j
:
/
»
The Top Student Eecruit in each of the four United States rejgions
will receive an $800 sdhol'arship.from the Company.
jSuper Shirt Laundry !
For personal interview, write, stating name and location of colj j;
Dry Cleaners
Bachelor Bundle Service
lege, area of desired employment, course or maj or, and year of
| j:
74a Elm Street
jgraduation, to:
'

¦
¦
." * ¦
-^*^~m m m
— m ¦
I

| Home Style Cooking
'
[
>

President
Strider,
questioned
about the new financial aid plan,
released this statement : "The Trust ees hav e not only brou ght Colb y
more fully into line with practices at
other colleges , but by this means
they have assured the students that
steady increase in financial aid
funds will be made possible over
the next few crucial years.: It is a,
significant step toward our goal ,
th at no qualifi ed student should be
denied a Colby education because of
an inability to meet the growing
cost. "

|
'•*
'•(
' •#

»

|

present plans for education might
have to be altered , hut the necessity of the College's step was generally conceded.

A
summer employment opportunity with challenging
career possibilities, limited only by your ambition and ability, with
a well-established international organization, is available to all
undergraduates.

! RESTAURANT
|

Scholarshi p fund s will now be
available, Mr. Williams added , to
students who heretofore have qualfi ed but f or who m there w ere no
available funds. This wou l d particularly affect aid to women.

needs of the College are endowment
f or f acult y s alaries and endowment
for scholarships ," Mr. Williams
said. "These are the College's greatest needs."

He added that Colby is by no
means the first college to embark
upon such a program of financial
aid, "There is no question but that
students across the nation are wilMr. Williams was not yet ready to
ling to borrow to finance their edu- indicate the sources of the funds for
cation , " Mr. Williams said.
the new program. He said that this
It . was indicated that the Board subject would be discussed by the
had hesitated putting such a plan Board of Trustees at its meeting
tomorrow, April 28. But Mr. Wilinto effect for a number of years
due to its uncertainty concerning liams did say that "we are committed" to providing funds to replace
the reaction of potential students.
funds and increase
It was feared that high-caliber stu- the lost NDEA
i
dents of low financial standing scholarshi p aid.
might react, unfavorably to such a
"We feel that the highest pri orit y pressed uncertainty as to how their
plan. However, it was discovered
that most of the so-called "prestige" schools do operate their financial aid programs under similar
systems.

' ¦
' " - — * - — — ** }
t*~ ¦

MAJES T IC

tuition and room and board rates
th at ar e co ntinu ally climbin g at
Colby, as at all independent colleges and universities. The increase
in aid funds will provide, it is
hoped , f or continued v ariet y in the
student body.
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From the
"Cum Laudc Collection")

H. MUMFORD JONES

• Continued from fage One
erican Literature" (1948), "Modern
Mind" (with Richard. Ludwig and
Marrein Perryj 1949), "The Bright
Medusa" (1952), "The Pursuit of
Happiness' (1953), "The Frontier
in American Fiction" (1956), "American Humanism : Its Meaning for
the World" , (1957), "Reflections on
Learning" (1958) and "One Great
Society" (1958)-.

I

FACULTY SEMINAR

Continued from Page Three our allies, for whom high-pressure
aid of the Soviet nature ought not
to be necessary.
Mr. Pandeya, who j oined ihe panel during the discussion, tried to
define the nature of the wall which
exists between the United States
and'India. India has never been supported by the United States in international politics, knows "the U.S.

Now Accepting Applications for SUMMER SESSIONS

NEW MEN'S and WOMEN'S '^gflfgr WE

RESIDENCE HALLS AVAILABLE

Enjoy a Rewarding Summer Program
at Shis Co-Educational Campus Collega
on the North Shore of Long Island,NX

W «^P

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 1
^K^nB^§
^^^^^^^^^ ^^
The College Board
Member,
7
/ 117
T 1

LW.ruM WLLm h wsswbp'
f* XlT TIACW
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OF LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY-BROOKVILLE,LONG ISLAND,N.Y.

TWO 5-WEEK SUMMER SESSIONS • DAY & EVENING
Jvne 25fh to July 27th — July 30th to Avgyst 3.1st
An exceptional blend of modern, superior educational
and cultu ra| facilities on a traditional 126-acre campus
setting: this is C. W. Post College on the North Shore
of Long Island,one hour from midtown Manhattan.
Nearby are famous beaches,sailing clubs,
summer stock theatres,parks,golf courses.
On-campus features include swimming, gymnasium,
riding, bowling, theatre and concerts.

won't support it, and has no confidence in us. The U.S. has provided India with a Coca Cola factory
but not a steel factory, and "a hungry mouth doesn't want Coca Cola. "
The Soviet Union, West Germany,
and Britain all built steel factories,
but the U.S. would not, b ecause
India 's brand of democracy is different from ours and does not support
' 'free enterprise'' in our sense of
the word. Mr. Pandeya stated that
we do not practice democracy in oiir
international relations : if a government, even a democracy, does not
exactly fit our image, ' we consider
it "wrong" and "bad" . Our theory
of democracy is unflexible : if a
country is different , it is not a democracy . Professor Pandeya touched
the heart of 'the failure of our foreign policies. We proudly claim that
we are a democracy and therefore
"good" while any country which differs from us is not. We call such
countries socialistic, communistic,
and dictatorships, and equate all
three terms with "bad" In a unique
and naive way we have somehow
come to define "democracy" as synonymous with the United /States.
After stating his beliefs and criticisms firmly and concisely, Mr.
pandeya declared, "Proudly I stand.
I don't care if you call me a communist."
The discussion did not end on an
entirely pessimistic note. Professor
Forde felt that we were progressing
in our internal struggle against discrimination ; Professor Holland stated that our refusal to "slap down

A CCELERATE YOUR DEGREE PROGRAM

RUSHING PLANS

Continued from Page Three
want to minimize scholastic strain
on both brothers and freshmen. A
long rushing period could not be as
intense as a short period, for other
pressures would be too great. It
might require the brothers "to take
a responsible interest in the freshmen's scholastic position. At the
same time, it would require — since
Castro," together with Kennedy 's
Alliance for Progress -program , " had
gained a certain respect for. us in
Latin America ; Professor Raymond
mentioned that the ".sardines will
automatically be suspicious of any
country which is a shark," a,nd that
someday we might see a hcok entitled THE UGLY RUSSIAN ; and
Professor Pandeya stated hts belief
that the new administration was
making progress with its new policies and approaches .
I
[

GRADUATE COURSE offerings include studies in Biologica l
. Sciences, Education,English,Guidance and Counseling,
History, Library Science,Mathematics,Music Education
and Political Science.
DISTINGUISHED VISITING AND RESIDENT FACULTY

OUTSTANDING LIBRARY FACILITIES
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TWELV E WEEK SUMMER SESSION
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APPLY NOW... Admission open to VISITING STUDENTS
from other accredited colleges.
For additional Information, summer bulletin and
application, phone MAyfatr 6-1200 or mail coupon
I Director of Summer School,C.W. Post College,P.O., Greenvale,LJ., N.Y.
c.P.
J Please send me Summer Sessions Information bulletin.
? Men's Residence Hall
I D Women's Residence Hall
Undergraduate
Q Graduate
Q Day
D Evening
J D
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THE NEW SOCIAL DISEASES
are
OVERKILL E¥PHORIA
and
-.
NUCLEAR PROSTRATUS
EXTREMIS
Either one will satisf y your
Secret Death Wish 1 ! !
IF THE HEAD IS PROTECTEI>THE NATION WILL SURVIVE !

UNDERGRADUATE COURSE offerings include studies in
Liberal Arts and Science s , Pre-Professional , Pre-Engineering, Business and Education.

it would cover an entire grading
period — the brothers to place their
academics above rushing." The rushing period would not actually last
the full semester , but end two weeks
before the beginning of final examinations.
Objections to the second plan centered mainly around the supposition
that it v^ould be less intense than a
shorter period. It was felt that some
houses might try to keep it as intense as usual , and severely hurt
themselves academical ly. Another
was that to follow a full semester of
rushing with the usual long period
of pledging would place an additional strain upon all involved in fraternities.
Both plans are as yet tentative,
final decisions not to be made until
later in the semester. Another open
meeting of IFC was held last night,
Thursday, April 26 , but details were
not as yet available for this issue
of the Echo.
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MULE KICKS

By Morg McGmley
No matter where you stand on the Mayflower Hill campus, the
sweet est spring t ime smell is that of success, so please excuse me while
I brag for a moment. Admittedly, I've been a rabid Mule fan since
immemorial time, but I'm not sure that you realize just how outstanding a scent Colby sports laur els give off . Such a f r agrance was not
crea t ed overni ght. There is no Cinderella story to tell. Colby successses have been carefully cultured
over many years, and now they pride in yourselves, men. Make every effort your best. "
burst forth in wonderful blossom.
If you have a moment to spare,
What you probably do not realize
consider the achievements of Colby is that every sport at Colby has
athletes this year and you will real- had participants in spring drills,
ize what I mean. This certainly has save hockey and skiing ( (and these
been a banner year in Blue and Gray for obvious reasons). Basketball,
sports history, and whether you while not being officially conducted,
know it or not, the Mules command has had its devotees working under
high respect in every sport, win or their own direction in the gym.
lose. It might be good policy to stop Over 40 football candidates , the
and consider the ingredients which largest turn-out in years, have just
make for success and respect. Suc- ended a two-week session, and there
cess in itself is not a virtue. If you are soccer games in progress .now
think it is, take a look at the criti- which have drawn enthusiastic rescism falling on the backs of the ponse from Colby men. In addition,
many athletic factories which, un- the track team, under Captain Matt
fortunately, exist in the TT.S.A. The Perry 's inspiration, has worked-hard
policy of paying men to go to school on its own in the absence of head
so that stadiums seating 40,000 will coach Ken Weinbel and former
be filled every weekend is nothing to coach leader John Simpson , both of
be proud of. In such schools, the whom were busy with spring footathlete is in most cases separate ball.
from the students. 'He ia a wellSometimes I think that a great
payed but really pitiful individual deal of effort such as this goes by
who snares the confusing experienc- unnoticed. Don't let it. There is a
es of being an object of scorn six lot more to sports than game herodays a week and a campus hero on ics, and it seems that the spectator
^
the seventh. Herein lies a major should appreciate this. After all, the
problem in American college sports. beauty of athletics is in the effort
It is. not fair to the athlete, who made and the skill with which it is
graduates to find that his college made. That is why I suggest^ you
degree won't make up for his lack make a resolution right now. Folof work during college years, and low it this year, and keep it emindeed, it is not fair to the great bedded in your mind over the summass of students who earned their mer. Then, renew the application of
grades and worked hard to gain ad- it in the fall. Say "Thanks" to the
mittance to the school. Happily, men who are working hard , who are
Colby can point with pride to its making that extra effort. Don't just
athletic successes, for they have go to see football and hockey games
been achieved without a lowering of because they provide more action
requirements, either for entering or than other sports. Try cultivating
staying.
an appreciation for a variety of the
Moreover, Colby 's academic de- outstanding events offered here.
mands are more rigid each year. To When you go to see a Colby team
maintain and to improve upon a in action, no matter what the sport,
good educational reputation and at the chances are that you're going to
the same time to produce athletes see an outstanding effort on the
who are at once talented and deter- part of the Blue and Gray. That, in
mined competitors is a real tribute itself, deserves an appreciative folto a demanding administration and lowing.
coaching staff. What I am suggesting is that moro American schools
should follow Colby's example. If
TH IS WEEK IN SPORTS
\
they were more true to their RAIApril 28
J
SON D'ETRE, the quality of U.S.
Baseball (v) Bates A 2 :00
<
colleges could not help but improve.
Tennis (v) Maine A 1:30
!
Such a program is not impossible
Track (v) Bates , Brandeis, Nor- ]
to maintain. And the plugging of
wich A 1:30
<
scholastic loopholes would not in
Golf (v) M.I.T. H 11:00
!
itself mean a loss of publicity. ColApril 30
j
by has proven that. Any college of
Tennis (v) Bates H 1 :30
'
700 men that can produce three AllMay 2
. . !
Amoricans, a Coach-of-the-Year, and
Tennis (F) Kents Hill H 2 :00 |
outstanding teams in a diversity of
Baseball (v).UNH H 3:00 ,
sports — all this in one year — is
Baseball (f) Maine H 1:30
!
bound to get favorable publicity.
May 3
!
Track (f) Bangor Portland H
I think that o large part of Mule
¦
i
2:30
achievement can bo attributed to
Golf (v) Maine H 1:30
"attitude." When you watch a
Baseball (v) Trinity H 3 :0O
sports event here on the Hill , or
bettor yot, a practice session, you
will understand why. What is immediately apparent is that you aro
HART'S
watching a group that is intensely j
proud of what it is doing. Such an i
Tailors, Cleaners & Dyers
;
attitude can bo traced directly to a i ' Repairing and Alterations
spirited coaching staff. Remarks |
Custom Made Clothes .overheard at a recent practice bring ' 22 Main St.
Watorvlllo ;
this to light. Tho coach said : "Take

Captain Perry •
May Lead Track
Team To Glory

Mules Blast Northeast;
Lose Close One to BU

When John Simpson started
coaching track four years ago, he
was greeted by eight enthusiastic
track men. This' year he has high
hopes that his 29 man squad will
win the Maine State Championship.
Although crippled by lack of indoor facilities, the team is, Simpson
says , "the best varsity track squad
which has ever been at Colby. "
Simpson has great hopes that 01ney White will be able to crack the
10 second barrier in the 100-yard
dash and place consistently in the
220-yard dash. In last year's meets
he was a big point gatherer.
Captain. Matt Perry, a senior from
New York City, is the team's foremost quarter and half-miler, in addition to being about the biggest
factor in the team 's success in the
immediate past. This winter he won
the Maine AAU 600 meters — a
tremendous feat considering he had
no indoor practice. A fierce competitor, he won virtually every event
he entered last year. Simpson is
quite high on his captain ; he called
him "the best competitor I've ever
coached. " Backing Perry up in the
middle distances will be Tim Flint
and Bob Master.
Bing Beeson (who last year
smashed the old freshman pole vault
record with a vault of 12'4") should
take the state title in this event.
Tom Andrews and Bob Gula are expected to be strong in the high and
low hurdles, respectively. Jeff SavContinued on Page Seven

On Saturday, April 21, the C olby Mules won their first game of
the reg u lar ba seball s eason by thumping twenty hits en route to a 19-6
victory over a highly regarded Northeastern team. Charlie Carey led
the Mules by blasting two home runs. Bill Leighton also contributed
a round-tripp er, and Bruce Waldman, Dick Bonalewicz, and Mike
Knox chipped in doubles, Knox's coming with the bases loaded. Captain Bill Waldeyer aided the Mule Northeastern game merely reafattack with three hase-hits and firmed the idea that the Colby pitchDean Shea and Bob Glennon helped ers need work. However, this game
out with _two hits apiece. Shea de- saw the Mules find their batting
livered the clutch hit to vault the eyes. A ten-run sixth inning broke
Mules into the lead during their the game wide open, and bolstered
ten-run uprising in the sixth in- the squad's spirit. The inning was
ning. Starter Jim Bridgman received highlighted by Dean Shea's , single
credit for the victory, though he was which sent the go-ahead run across
relieved by Een Stone. Stone did a and put the Mules on the victory
splendid job, giving up only one un- path. Mike Knox followed with a
earned run hi the eighth inning.
bases-loaded double which was good
The day before, the Mules dropped for three runs-batted-in. .
a close decision to Boston TJniversiCoach John Winkin had some hot
ity, as the Terriers scored twice on so cheerful remarks to make about
squeeze bunts, one coming with the this tripc Colby lost a tough one to
bases loaded. This move, which com- B.U., but "Wink" felt it shouldn 't
pletely surprised Colby, meant the have happened if Colby had received
ballgame. Thursday, April 19, the any breaks. They hit the ball well,
Blue and Grey were rained out with but always at B.U. players it
Boston College after taking a 2-0 seemed. The Boston College game
lead in the first inning. The game was a heartbreaker, because Colby
was not rescheduled.
was mentally ready for the tilt.
The game with Northeastern was However, the Northeastern game
characteristic from the Mule point did much to bolster Colby's spirits
of view as they found themselves be- as the Blue and Grey get ready for
hind early in the game. Bridgman funture opposition.
proved to be no puzzle for the op- Coach Winkin was quick to point
position as they scored three runs in out the main difficulty facing the
the first inning. Almost every game baseball squad. Colby has only
played by the Blue and Grey this played two games in the last two
year found the starting pitcher and one-half weeks. like tennis or
¦ » » » Seven
. » >
Continued on Page,
in trouble early in the game. The
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Duchrow , ©ber g
Elected Ca ptains

On April 12 at the winter sports
hanquet sponsored by the Colby
Quarterback club, sophomores El-wyn Duchrow of Pembroke, Ontario
and Don Oberg of Portland , Maine
were announced as the captains of
next year's hockey and basketball
teams, respectively. Duchrow succeeds Ron Rya-n, national scoring
•leader during the season past. Ryan
and Duchrow played on the forward
line which accounted for 219 points
to lead the nation in that department also. Oberg, a former Deering
High star, succeeds Dave Thaxter,
a standout forward who finished
second in scoring during the '61-62
campaign.
Ken Stone, also a sophomore from
Portland, Maine, received the Robert LaFleur "Most Valuable Player" trophy for his services to Lee
Williams' squad. Stone, a 6-5 center, led the Mule team in scoring
4a,nd rebounding this year.
When Don Oberg takes over as
captain next winter he will be the
first player in more than a decade
to head Colby's cage team as a
junior. Warren Finnegan, captain of
the 1950-51 squad, was the last.
The six-foot Oberg, obviously surprised by his selection, expressed
his pleasure as well, but said that
he realizes the responsibility accompanying the honor. He felt that
next , year's squad has a good chance
to repeat as Maine state victors, but
added that tough competition can be
expected. The squad should be deep

in reserves as members of this
year's frosh team move Tip to the
varsity. [ Oberg felt that the club
may lose some valuable experience
with the loss of Capt. Thaxter, Bill
Waldeyer , Tink Wagner and Dennis .Kinne ; and that whatever success is to be gained will have to be
the result of a team effort.
Elwyn Duchrow, as surprised as
Oberg, also realizes the task cut
out for him in filling the shoes of
Ryan , who was a constant inspiration to the Mule icemen. Despite
the loss of key players like Frank
Stephenson, Murray Daley, Don
Young and Ned Platner, Duchrow
said he thought the team would
have a good season if the , spirit
remains as high as that displayed
by the '61762 club. He feels that
any hockey team coached" by Jack
Kelley will always play good hockey. Asked about specific holes to
be filled on next year's squad,
Duchrow saw goalie .and defense as
possible question marks. The scoring should be balanced, and not
dominated by one performer , he
added. '

Colby Golf Team

Take Third Place
In Tournament

Saturday, April 23 at Williamstown , Mass., the Colby golf team
defeated Trinity, 5-2 to take third
place in the quadrangular golf
match which was won by the host,
Williams.
The Ephnten finished 3-0. M.I.T.

V

,

CAPTAIN PERRY

<

Continued from Page Six
astano will be back to high jump
and newcomers, " Ray Perkins and
Steve Papish will help out in the
broad jump.
It. is in /the distance runs — the
mile and two-mile — where Colby
should prove undefeatable. Roger
Jeans, who finished second in fche
State meet last year and went undefeated in all his other meets, returns.
Another strong area for the Mules
is in the shot put and the discus.
Just a sophomore last year, Dan
Politica broke the school record in
both events and should at least
equal his feats in the 1962 campaign Backing him up in the discus
^
will be Bob Drewes and Larry Dyhrfoerg — both sophomores.
Simpson plans to use four men
for the hammer throw : Joe Adams,
Norm Dukes, Bruce Ferguson and
was second 2-1, Colby third 1-2, and
Trinity fourth 0-3. The Mules lost
to Williams 6-1- and were edged by
M.LT., 4-3.
The Mules who toppled B.U. Friday, now stand 2-2 for the season.
Ralph Noel - C defeated Bud
Thimpkins-T, 5-4. ¦>
Ron Byan-Cj defeated Dave TroutT, 6-4.
Pete Danhole-T defeated Tom
Richardson-C, 2 and 1.
Tom Mayer-C defeated Bob Zim•"
merman-T, 1 up
Bob Ebersold-T defeated Bruce
Fenn-C, 2 and 1.
John MoNabb-C - defeated Lee
Moyer-T, 5 and 4.
Jim Lapides-C defeated Bill Scull
T, 6 and 5.

. ¦

Politica. The javelin throw is the
one event in which the Mules will
be relatively insecure. Chris Wood ,
as yet untested , will have to bear
the brunt of competition alone unless Ken Bee 's ailing ankle takes a
rapid turn for the better.
Simpson is very optimistic about
this coming season , but regrets the
loss of practice owing to the nearly
com plete lack of indoor facilities.
The first meet is against Bates,
Brandeis and Norwich at Lewiston,
April 28.

two starts, he has beaten M.I.T.,
5-3, and shut out Lowell Tech., 2-0.
Ron Taylor, All-Maine the last two
years, will lead Bates' hitters and
Howie Vandersee will supply longball power.

JOHNSON POND
The Maine State Department
of Inland Fisheries and Game ,
in cooperatio n with local fish and
game associations and the Department of Biology of Colby College, exterminated all fish in
Johnson Pon d this week. The
action was take n to comply with
a Maine sta te law which prohibits the use of live goldfish as
bait and the releas e of goldfish
info the natural waters of the
state. A definite possibility has
existed that the goldfish in Jo hnson Pon d have been placed . in
natural waters in the state. The
fish discour age natura l rooted
pond vegetation by rilin g up a
lake 's bottom , limiting light pen- '
etration , and making it difficult
for plants to root. The absence of
Natural rooted pond vegetation /
undermines the food chains upon
which game fish depend.
The pond will be left idle for
a few months , after which it will
be restocked with game and vegetarian fish. Mr. Ronald Davis,
of the Colby Biology Department ,
said that the pond will be much
more useful as ah outdoor laborator y. "There will also be a like- ;
lihood that student s can use the
pond for biological investigation ," Mr. Davis continued.
The pond was treate d with Rotenone , a South American root
extract which kills only those animals tha t breath by gills. It can
not harm humans or ducks. Signs
will be erected in the near future
requesting that no fish be dumped into the pond.

MULES BLAST

Continued from Page Six
golf , baseball can only be learned
by playing against competition. The
Colby baseball diamond , not noted
for its ability to dry out , is still
a m ess , and the hitters must work
outside. The fact that Bridgman
and Tony Ferruci were hit hard in
the early - innings is an indication
that they need work. The ball-club
is still sloppy in the field, committing errors which can only be avoided by working on a regular infield.
Despite the fact that the Mules are
a talented club, they will find the
going rough against opponents who
have played more games. The series
of games in the.next two weeks will
be the most difficult and the most
important as far as the Mules are
concerned.
Colby opens State Series action
tomorrow against Bates at Lewiston. The Bobcats field one of their
strongest clubs in years and are
definitely in contention for the Series crown. They can get a good
start if they knock off the Mules
Saturday. Tom Freeman will be
their starting pitcher. In his last
. .
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IFC And Dean
Meet Informally
Over Dinner
w

By By r on Petrakis
On Sunday evening, April 25, the

members of Colby 's Inter-Fraternity
Council were guests for a dinner
meeting at the home of Dean and
Mrs. George T. Nickerson . After
supper , the Council ent er ed into a
discussion of areas pertaining both
directly and indirectly to the IFC,
in a relaxed and informal manner.
One of the major areas of discussion concerned the rushing period for next year. In order to obtain some fresh insight into Colby's
fr aternity rushi ng pr acti ces , the
Council argued the merits and drawback s of op erating und er such plans
as Bowd oin 's "off the train rushing" and Dartmouth's s ophomore
year rushing. Also submitted to the
member s f or consid erati on was the
recommendation of the Rushing
Rules Committee of the IFC for a
"split" rushing period during the
first half of the fall semester. (Details appear in an article elsewher e
in this issue.)
Going s omewhat outsid e of the

IFC's normal concerns , the Council ated effo rt s should b e made in the
members next discussed the prob- bringing about of much-needed and
lem of the social relationships be- long-awaited social reforms.
tween the two sides of campus.
Since it feels that the lack of communication between the two sides
of campus is a fundamental stumb<
ling-block to mutual understanding
MUSKIE VS. JACKSON
and positive accomplishment in
'
areas such as women's hours and )
>
the times when women are allowed \ A change of dates has been
in the fraternities, the IFC plans
made in the speaking program at
to take the ,lead in arranging for •
informal gatherings between itself » Golby College nqx t month feaand such groups as Pan-Hell and turing U.S. Senator Edmund S.
Women's Student League.
I
Muskie and James E. Jackson ,
The IFC felt that its willingness f
to take the initiative in areas like i Editor of The Wo rker , publicaso ci al relati ons betw een the tw o t ion of the Comm unist Party of
sides of campus is indicative of its i
ever-widening role. It was felt, for i the U.S.A.
i
example, that the times when wo- i
i An unexpected conflict in 8mmen are allowed in the houses concern the m en, also. However, the |ator Muskie 's schedule has nee- ,
Council felt that its increasing in- essitated moving th e program '
[
fluence and areas of concern is not
unique. Women's Student League [ ahead to Friday , May 18 at 8
and other groups seem also to be | p.m. It was originally planned !
grealty increasing in importance. It
for Saturday , May 19.
was felt that such a changing situ- [
ation was forcing the IFC to operate in a less narr ow and stri ctl y
partisan sense. The Council believes that as its s pher e of influ ence
is increasingly coming into contact
with those of other groups, coordin[
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Tuesday, April 24 — President
Strider announced Tuesday at the
all colle ge assembly the names
of this year ' s members of Phi
Beta Kappa. The seniors are :
Margaret J. Bone , Janet M.
Cole , Patricia Downs , Cynthia ;
B. Dunn , Dorcas M. Hebb , J anet K. Hertzberg, Sandra A.
Keef , Bruce R. MacPherson , Patricia J. Millet , Alice C. Shes t ,
Pamela A. Taylor , Ann B. Tracy,
Janice E. Turner , and Priscilla
Wiswali.
The new members of the cha p! ter will be initiated at a banquet
| given for them at the Elmwood
Hotel at six o 'clock on Thursday,
May 3, 1962. Dinner will be
served at six , and will be followed by the initiation. After the
| initiation the group will return
! to the campus for the Phi Beta
| Kappa Lecture given by Dr. Bix-
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